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The object of this study is LFCFANS, it can be defined by several means: a) an 
interest group: it is consistent with a group of football fans; b) an online community: 
these people are connected with internet; c) through my study, I found that they were 
a group of young people who supported a foreign club, they had a mixed feeling on 
this kind of foreign culture.
My study was following these points, I did my field work by register on this 
forum and join their discussions and activities.  In addition, I also used methods like 
documents and materials, quantitive analysis, depth interview to enhance my study.  
Though this community was not any like our traditional object small country, it did 
have its own organization structure and group behavior, it was a unique culture. 
Studying this group not only kept anthropology update with globalization, it was also 
a breakthrough on traditional anthropology methods.
This thesis was titled by ‘you’ll never walk alone’, partly because it is a slogan
of this club’s supporters.  But it was also consistent with the theme of this study: at 
the age of globalization, the ways of connect people became diversity, even through 
Internet can make you never walk alone.
This paper had three main parts: preface, main body and concluding remarks. It 
began with a short review of the field by two dimensions: football fans group and 
online community. Then I introduced the community and its daily routine, which 
followed by personal interviews and big events.  After all, I tried to relocate this 
community through person, group and culture.
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